
 

2018/19 Visual Arts Lecture Series 
Questionnaire  

Your response should total @ 425/450 words, not to exceed this page. Feel free to type 
answers into this document. Do not submit an essay-style response in lieu of this 

questionnaire. 

1. List two facts you learned from this talk: 

A. The Armenian language has been so affected by the Soviet Union since my family fled 
the Turks that the words my mother inherited are not recognized by Google Translate.  

B. Our mixed-breed vernaculars are spoken by two people and two people alone. They will 
die when we die. 

2. Did the speaker address the VALS theme: TransVisualities: Crossings, 
Counter-Narratives, Collaborations? If so, how? 

“Annie?” “Clint and Betty” 

“Ooooh, ‘Clint’! Jessica?”      “Jennifer and Todd”  

“...”       “                         ” 

“Zoey?” “Rick and Stacy” 

“‘rrRick’” 

“...” 

“...and you, Shira? What are your parents’ names?” 

     I couldn’t help but grin.  

     “Barbara and Joe.” 

“...” “...”  

“Oh.” 

Of course, my bubbe changed her name from Raizel Lerner to Rose Einsiedler when she 

got here and my Armenian grandmother changed her name from Shakeh Arzivian to Shirley 

Schwab as soon as she could, and the two of them must have looked at 1950s America’s most 

popular baby names as a source of inspiration, and my mother married an odar and my father 

married a shikse, which is why, obviously, they went for the most Jewish-Israeli name they could 

come up with, for a kid who would end up conflating the origins for the phrases her mother and 

father used, thinking “אם כבר, אז כבר” was some English phrase she could never parse and that 



 

“putakh” was the English word, much to the confusion of her doctors.  

But I didn’t explain any of that. This was light lunch-table discussion. 

I don’t know if they were disappointed, my friends at that table, or pleasantly surprised, 

or just confused. I didn’t know whether to bring up that my brother’s full name is Daniel Mark 

Ben-David, four American first names by a coincidence of Hebrew-English transliteration, and 

Lord knows they wouldn't have been so weird had he been the one at the table instead of my 

mother’s “Danny would have been teased in school but we wanted to give YOU a Hebrew name, 

one without any ugly khhhhh sounds”. I didn’t know whether to explain that I hate kugel and I 

know little Yiddish and I’m critical of the matzav; I didn’t know whether to explain that even so 

I remember the Israeli nationalist songs they had us sing in primary school, that even so people 

ask me what the Zionists are up to when I travel, that even so I tell them I’m from the States and 

they mumble an “oh,” thinking my name spoke of something else. I didn’t apologize for Israeli 

cruelty and I didn’t attempt to reclaim my nostalgia for Jewish day school or explain that the fair 

Ashkenazim there thought I was a Moroccan Jew because of my Armenian body hair or that all 

my family knows is genocide or that Israel wouldn’t even recognize me as Jewish or that my 

mother thinks it’s cute when I use Yiddish-isms but annoying when I talk like my rust-belt 

Armenian relatives or that on her deathbed my grandmother told my mother she didn’t want her 

to marry her Jewish boyfriend because she didn’t want her grandchildren to be hated -  

3. How, in your opinion, does the speaker’s work (art, scholarship, performance, 
etc.) relate to the specific VALS themes as you understand them? Feel free to discuss 
methods, practice, concepts, philosophy, works discussed in the talk, etc. 

- I didn’t know whether to explain that when I get an assignment in class to create a 

garment, that sometimes I choose a tallit because maybe then it’ll say something deep and 

interesting and insightful, that maybe then I’ll feel like I have the right to talk about whatever it 

is I’m talking about, that maybe people in class will find it interesting. But then the girl with the 

Orthodox father, God bless her, tells me I should consider how I’m subverting the gendered 

history of tallitot that my modern-Conservative-movement upbringing was so willing to ignore 

and had subverted for me, the history that’s a point of contention between my Breslover Hasidit 

half-sister and my parents but that I stay out of, and the WASP-y professor tells me about 

whatever her 23andMe test told her she was, and I realize they both would have seen a tallit even 



 

if I had made a knit scarf. I write an essay on Facebook about the use of antisemitic tropes in 

modern American discussions of the matzav and leftists unfriend me and my half-sister posts 

Islamophobic propaganda on my timeline and right-wing politicians demonize women of color 

and end discussion through criticizing the same things I do; it’s not worth the tomes I would 

have to write to absolve myself, to differentiate myself, to explain myself. They would have seen 

a traitor even if I had made a knit scarf. So I log off. 


